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Abstract
The local supertwistor formalism, which involves a superconformal connection act-
ing on the bundle of such objects over superspace, is used to investigate superconformal
geometry in six dimensions. The geometry corresponding to (1, 0) and (2, 0) off-shell con-
formal supergravity multiplets, as well the associated finite super-Weyl transformations,
are derived.
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1 Introduction
Conformal symmetry has been extensively studied over the years because of its relevance
to various aspects of theoretical physics: two-dimensional conformal theory models and
statistical mechanics; four-dimensional N = 2 and 4 superconformal field theories; as
an underlying symmetry that may be broken to Poincare´ symmetry in four-dimensional
spacetime, and as a tool to construct off-shell supergravity theories. It has repeatedly
captured Professor Duff’s attention over the years, not least in the context of anomalies
in gravity and supergravity [1]-[6].
Here we shall be interested in the geometry of local (super) conformal theories, in
particular that of the (2, 0) conformal supergravity in six dimensions. In components,
this supergravity was discussed twenty years ago in [7].
The first paper on D = 4, N = 1 conformal supergravity (CSG) [8] used a formalism
in which the entire superconformal group was gauged in a spacetime context. Although
this was not a fully geometrical set-up because supersymmetry does not act on spacetime
itself, but rather on the component fields, this paper nevertheless introduced the idea that
gauging conformal boosts and scale transformations could be very useful. After Poincare´
supergravity had been constructed in conventional (i.e. Salam-Strathdee [9]) superspace
[10],[11], it was subsequently shown how scale transformations could be incorporated
as super-Weyl transformations [11, 12]. On the other hand, in the completely different
approach to superspace supergravity of [13], super scale transformations were built in
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right from the start. However, it has turned out to be difficult to extend the latter
approach to other cases, such as higher dimensions or higher N . The superspace geometry
corresponding to all D = 4 off-shell CSG multiplets was given in [14] using conventional
superspace with an SL(2,C)×U(N) group in the tangent spaces together with real super-
Weyl transformations. The superspace geometries corresponding to most other off-shell
CSG multiplets have also been described, from the conventional point of view in D = 3
[15, 16, 17] and from conformal superspace in D = 3, 4 and 5 [18], and in D = 6 (the (1, 0)
theory) [20], [21], [22]. The D = 6 (1, 0) theory was also discussed earlier in harmonic
superspace in [23] and, some years ago, in projective superspace [24].
In the non-supersymmetric case a standard approach is to work with conventional
Riemannian geometry augmented by Weyl transformations of the metric. The Riemann
tensor splits in two parts, the conformal Weyl tensor, and the Schouten tensor which is
a particular linear combination of the Ricci tensor and the curvature scalar. This object
transforms in a connection-type way under Weyl transformations and can be used to
construct a new connection known as the tractor connection [25, 26, 27]. This takes its
values in a parabolic subalgebra of the conformal algebra and acts naturally on a vector
bundle whose fibres are R1,n+1 (in the Euclidean case), thus generalising in some sense the
standard conformal embedding of flat n-dimensional Euclidean space. Although this idea
does not carry over straightforwardly to the supersymmetric case, a similar construction,
which does, can be made by replacing the (n+2)-dimensional fibre by the relevant twistor
space. This formalism is called the local twistor formalism and was introduced in D = 4
in [28]. It has been discussed in the supersymmetric case for N = 1, 2 in D = 4 by
Merkulov, [29, 30, 31]. Such a formalism depends on the dimension of spacetime because
the twistor spaces also change. In this paper we focus on the D = 6 case for two reasons:
firstly, local twistors in D = 6 have not been discussed (to our knowledge) and secondly,
we can use it to derive the standard superspace geometries corresponding to the off-shell
D = 6 CSG theories for which only the (1, 0) case has been given hitherto.
In the following we shall take a slightly different approach to that of Merkulov in that
we start from a connection taking its values in the full superconformal algebra. The
conformal superspace formalism alluded to previously is a supersymmetric version of the
Cartan connection formalism [32] (first mentioned in the superspace context in [33]). The
formalism we advocate here can be thought of as an associated Cartan formalism in that
the connection acts on a vector bundle rather than a principal one. The contents of the
paper is as follows: in section 2 we briefly review conventional conformal geometry and the
tractor formalism; in section 3 we introduce local twistors inD = 6, define connections and
curvatures taking their values in the conformal Lie algebra in the twistor representation
and rederive the results of section 2 from this point of view; in section 4 we discuss
the local supertwistor formalism for both CSG theories in D = 6; in section 5, we use
this formalism to derive finite super-Weyl transformations in conventional superspace; in
section 6 we discuss the constraints that are necessary to express the torsion and curvature
components in terms of the irreducible conformal supergravity multiplets and in section 7
we rederive the results of section 6 from a minimal approach in which the only constraint
is that the dimension-zero torsion takes its flat form. In section 8 we summarise our
results. There is also an appendix reviewing superconformal multiplets in D = 6.
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2 Conformal geometry
From a mathematical point of view a conformal structure in n dimensions can be thought
of as G-structure with G = CO(1, n−1), the Lorentz group augmented by scale transfor-
mations, see, for example [26, 27]. This group does not preserve a particular tensor, but
only a Lorentzian metric up to a scale transformation, so that angles but not lengths are
invariant. Picking a given representative metric g and with the usual choice of torsion-free
connection, we can decompose the curvature as
Rab,
cd = Cab,
cd + 4δ[a
[cPb]
d] (2.1)
where the trace-free part Cab,cd is the Weyl tensor and where
Pab =
(
Rab −
1
2(n− 1)
ηabR
)
(2.2)
is the Schouten tensor. Here, ηab denotes the Lorentz metric with respect to an orthonor-
mal frame, Rab is the usual symmetric Ricci tensor and R the curvature scalar. Under a
finite Weyl transformation of the metric g 7→ S2g, we find
∆Pab = S
−2
(
DaYb − YaYb +
1
2
ηabY
2
)
, (2.3)
where ∆ denotes a finite change, and where Ya = S
−1DaS. The prefactor S
−2 rises
because we are working in an orthonormal frame.
In the conventional formalism one can define a new connection, the tractor connection,
which takes its values in the Lie algebra of the conformal algebra so(2, n), and which
acts naturally to give a covariant derivative acting on vector fields taking their values in
R
2,n, the Schouten tensor being a key component in this connection. However, the tractor
formalism cannot be adapted directly to the supersymmetric case because the supercon-
formal groups are not simply given by super Lorentz groups in two higher dimensions, one
of which is timelike. Instead, one should think about supertwistors because they naturally
carry the fundamental representations of superconformal algebras. It is therefore more
relevant to study local twistor connections, introduced in [28] in the non-supersymmetric
case in four-dimensional spacetime. From this point of view one has to consider different
twistor spaces according to the dimensions of spacetime.
Before moving on to describe the local twistor formalism we briefly review the theory
of Cartan connections of which conformal gauging is an example, and which we will make
use of in the twistor context later. Let H,G be Lie groups, H ⊂ G, with respective
Lie algebras h, g, and let P be a principal H-bundle over a base manifold M . A Cartan
connection on P is a g-valued form ω equivariant with respect to H , and such that ∀X ∈ h
ω(X) = X and ω gives an isomorphism from TpP to g, for any point p ∈ P .
A simple example is given by an n-dimensional manifold M with G = SO(n) ⋉ Rn,
H = SO(n). Then g = g−1⊕h, where g−1 corresponds to translations and h to rotations.
The translational part of ω is identified with the soldering form, i.e. the vielbein, while
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the h-part corresponds to an so(n) connection. In the conformal case h = g0 ⊕ g1 where
g0 = so(n) ⊕ R, and g1 = R
n. So go corresponds to rotations and scale transformations
while g1 corresponds to conformal boosts. The grading of the Lie algebra then corresponds
to the dilatational weights of the various components. The curvature of ω, R = dω + ω2,
also has components corresponding to this grading, and it is straightforward to see that
they correspond to the torsion, the curvature and scale curvature, and the conformal
boost field strength respectively.
3 Local twistors in D = 6
In this section the local twistor formalism in six-dimensional spacetime will be discussed.
We shall consider a vector bundle over spacetime with twistor space fibres. The conformal
group acts on it linearly and locally, so that we can keep manifest conformal covariance
by introducing a suitable connection.
The complex conjugate of a four-component D = 6 spinor uα is denoted u¯α˙ but this
representation is equivalent to the undotted one as there is a matrix Bα
α˙ relating the two,
u¯α˙ = u¯αBα
α˙. B is unitary, B∗B = 1, and satisfies BB¯ = −1.1 Similar remarks hold for
the inequivalent spinor representation denoted by a lower index, vα say. So a twistor z
consists of a pair of 4-component spinors and can be written
z =
(
uα
vα
)
(3.1)
An element g of the conformal group O(8)acts on a twistor z by matrix multiplication,
z 7→ gz.2 The orthogonality condition for the metric K is
gKgt = K =
(
0 14
14 0
)
(3.2)
where 14 denotes the unit 4 × 4 matrix and t denotes transpose. This holds in complex
spacetime and the reality condition, which holds in real spacetime, is
gRg∗ = R :=
(
0 B−1
B 0
)
. (3.3)
For an element h of the Lie algebra, (
a b
c d
)
(3.4)
orthogonality implies that b and c are skew-symmetric, while dt = −a, so 28 components
altogether as expected. When reality is imposed we find that
(bB) = −(bB)∗
(B−1c) = −(B−1c)∗
d = −Ba∗B−1 . (3.5)
1We use the six-dimensional conventions of [34]
2Strictly Spin(8) in this context.
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In the above the entries in h involve only undotted indices, whereas in the last equation
the B-matrices convert some of them to dotted ones. The index structure for h is given
by
h =
(
aαβ b
αβ
cαβ dα
β
)
. (3.6)
where b and c are skew symmetric and where the trace of a is equal to the trace of d.
So h is an element the conformal algebra and we can immediately introduce a conformal
connection taking its values in this algebra by introducing a one-form A with the same
index structure, thus
A =
(
ωˆαβ ie
αβ
ifαβ ωˆα
β
)
. (3.7)
Here,
ωˆαβ = ω
α
β +
1
2
δαβω0
ωˆα
β = ωα
β −
1
2
δα
βω0 (3.8)
where the unhatted terms are the Lorentz connections in the spin representations while
ω0 is the scale, or dilation, connection. We have
ωαβ =
1
4
(γab)αβ ωab = −ωβ
α = −
1
4
(γab)β
αωab , (3.9)
where ωab is the Lorentz connection in the vector representation. In addition, antisym-
metric bi-spinors are equivalent to vectors via relations of the form
eαβ =
1
2
ea(γa)
αβ ⇔ ea = −
1
2
eαβ(γa)αβ . (3.10)
The factors of i in (3.7) have been introduced so that e and f are real. The one-forms
e and f will be identified with the vielbein (soldering form) and the conformal boost
connection respectively. The soldering process allows one to identify diffeomorphisms of
the base space with translational gauge transformations so that the latter can be ignored,
although we shall retain e in the conformal connection A.
The curvature is
F = dA+A2 =
(
Rˆαβ iT
αβ
iSαβ Rˆαβ
)
, (3.11)
where the components are given by
T αβ = Dˆeαβ
Sαβ = Dˆfαβ
Rˆαβ = Rˆ
α
β − e
αγfγβ . (3.12)
Dˆ is the covariant exterior derivative with respect to both the Lorentz and scale connec-
tions, Rˆ denotes the sum of the corresponding curvatures, while Rˆαβ on the left-hand
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side is the conformally covariant version which, when the scale curvature is set to zero,
becomes the Weyl tensor. T and S are the curvatures corresponding to translations and
conformal boosts respectively, the former being the standard torsion modified by the scale
connection.
We now consider a conformal transformation g(C, S) depending on a conformal boost
parameter Ca and a scale parameter S given by
g(C, S) =
(
S−
1
2 0
iS−
1
2C S
1
2
)
, (3.13)
where C is skew-symmetric (using the fact that a vector index is equivalent to a skew-
symmetric pair of spinor indices). It also obeys the reality condition
(B−1C)∗ = B−1C . (3.14)
The transformation of A is given by
A 7→ dg−1g + g−1Ag (3.15)
from which we find
eαβ 7→ Seαβ
ωˆαβ 7→ ωˆ
α
β − e
αγCγβ +
1
2
δαβY
fαβ 7→ S
−1
(
fαβ − DˆCαβ + Cαγe
γδCδβ
)
, (3.16)
where Y = S−1dS. For the curvatures we find:
T αβ 7→ ST αβ
Rˆαβ 7→ Rˆ
α
β − T
αγCγβ
Sαβ 7→ S
−1
(
Sαβ − 2Rˆ
γ
[αC|γ|β] + CαγT
γδCδβ
)
. (3.17)
In components the last equation in (3.12) reads
R0ab = R0ab + 2f[ab]
Rab
cd = Rab
cd + 2δ[a
[cfb]
d] , (3.18)
while the transformation of the scale connection is
ω0 7→ ω0 − C + 2Y , (3.19)
with C = eaCa.
As usual, we can choose the Lorentz connection such that the torsion is zero, and
we can also use the freedom to add an antisymmetric tensorial part to the conformal
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boost connection fab (fb = e
afab) to set the scale curvature R0ab to zero, after which
R0ab = dω0ab = −2f[ab]. But now, from the trace part of the middle equation in (3.16), we
can make a choice of conformal gauge (using Ca ) to set ω0 = 0, after which the remaining
fab is symmetric. At this stage the Lorentz curvatures on the right are the usual torsion-
free Lorentzian ones while there is a residual conformal boost freedom given in terms of
S by the one-form Y , Ca = 2Ya. In fact, we can see that the second equation in (3.18)
is the same as (2.1) if we identify Rab,cd with the Weyl tensor Cab,cd and fab with −2Pab.
Furthermore, the transformation (2.3) can be seen to be the same as the third equation
in (3.16) after C has been identified with Y .
4 Local supertwistors in D = 6
A supertwistor in D = 6 can be written in the form
Z =

 u
α
vα
λi

 . (4.1)
where i = 1, . . . 2N for (N, 0) supersymmetry, N = 1, 2. Here (u, v) are commuting
objects while λ is odd. The superconformal group is OSp(8|N) in complex superspace
and preserves the orthosymplectic metric K, so for an element g of the group we have
gKgst = K =

 0 14 014 0 0
0 0 J0

 . (4.2)
where st denotes the supertranspose, which is the same as the ordinary transpose except
for an additional minus sign for each element in the bottom left (odd) sector. The 2N×2N
matrix J0 is the Sp(N) symplectic invariant. In real spacetime we need to impose the
reality constraint
gRg∗ = R =

 0 B
−1 0
B 0 0
0 0 12N

 . (4.3)
An element of the Lie superalgebra, h, has the form
h =

 a
α
β b
αβ εαj
cαβ dα
β ϕα
j
λiβ ρi
β ei
j

 (4.4)
The orthosymplectic constraint implies that b and c are skew-symmetric and d = −at, as
before, while
eJ0 = −J0e
t (4.5)
In indices, setting (J0)ij = ηij, this implies
3
eij := ei
kηkj = eji . (4.6)
3Indices are raised and lowered according to the rule: X i = ηijXj ⇔ Xi = Xjηji with ηikηjk = δji.
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For the odd components we have
ρ = J0ε
t λ = J0ϕ
t (4.7)
or, in indices,
ρi
β = ηijε
βj ⇒ ρi
β = −εβi
λiβ = ηijϕβ
j ⇒ λiβ = −ϕβi (4.8)
Next we need to impose reality in order to move to real superspace. This is done with
equation (3.3) but this time with R extended by the unit matrix in the odd-odd sector,
as in (4.3). The result of imposing gRg∗ = g, at the Lie algebra level is that a, b, c and d
obey the same conditions as in the bosonic case while e satisfies
e = −e∗ (4.9)
For the independent odd components of h we have:
ε¯α˙i = −ηijε
βjBβ
α˙
ϕ¯iα˙ = (B
−1)α˙
βηijϕβj , (4.10)
These constraints simply mean that εαi and ϕαi are symplectic Majorana-Weyl spinors
as one would expect. They are respectively the parameters for Q and S supersymmetry
transformations.
The connection A is
A =

 Ωˆ
α
β iE
αβ Eαj
iFαβ Ωˆα
β Fα
j
−Fiβ −Eiβ Ωij

 , (4.11)
where EA = (Ea, Eαi), with Ea = 1
2
(γa)αβE
αβ, will be identified with the even and odd
super-vielbein one-forms of the underlying superspace, FA = (Fa, Fαi) is the connection
for superconformal transformations, i.e. S-supersymmetry and standard conformal trans-
formations, Ωˆαβ (Ωˆα
β) is the Lorentz plus scale connection and Ωi
j the internal sp(N)
connection. On the bottom line, Fiβ and Ei
β are transposes of Fα
j and Eαj with the inter-
nal index lowered by (J0)ij = ηij . The curvature two-form, F = dA+A2, has components
given in matrix form by:
F =

 Rˆ
α
β iT αβ T αj
iSαβ Rˆαβ Sαj
−Siβ −Tiβ Rˆij

 , (4.12)
where
T αβ = DˆEαβ + iEαkEk
β
T αj = DˆEαj + iEαγFγ
j
Rˆαβ = Rˆ
α
β −E
αγFγβ −E
αkFkβ
Ri
j = Ri
j − FiγE
γj − Eγi Fγ
j
Sαβ = DˆFαβ + iFα
kFkβ
Sα
j = DˆFα
j + iFαγE
γj . (4.13)
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Here, Dˆ is the superspace covariant exterior derivative with respect to scale, Lorentz and
internal symmetries, while the leading terms on the right, for the top four lines, are the
standard superspace and torsion and curvature tensors for the corresponding connections
(extended by the scale connection).
The Bianchi identity is
DF := dF + [F ,A] = 0 . (4.14)
Written out in components this is, for the torsions,
DˆT αβ − 2E[α|γ|Rˆγ
β] − 2iE[α|k|T β]k = 0
DˆT αj + RˆαγE
γj − EαkRk
j + iT αγFγ
j − iEαγSγ
j = 0 , (4.15)
for the Lorentz, scale and sp(N) curvatures,
DRˆαβ − T
αγFγβ − T
αkFβk + E
αγSγβ + E
αkSβk = 0
DRij − 2T
γ
(i F|γ|j) + 2E
γ
(iS|γ|j) = 0 , (4.16)
and for the superconformal curvatures,
DˆSαβ + 2Rˆ[α
γF|γ|β] + 2iS[α
kFβ]k = 0
DˆSα
j + Rˆα
γFγ
j − Fα
kRκ
j + iSαγE
γj − iFαγT
γj = 0 . (4.17)
5 Finite Super-Weyl transformations
We shall now repeat the steps carried out in the non-supersymmetric case to reduce the
conformal and superconformal boost parameters to derivatives of the scale parameter.
We introduce a group element g(S, C,Γ) where S is a scale parameter and Γα
i is an
S-supersymmetry parameter. It is given by
g =


S−
1
2 0 0
iS−
1
2 C˜ S
1
2 Γ
S−
1
2J0Γ
t 0 1

 (5.1)
where the index structure is as above, in (4.11) for example, where J0 is the Sp(N)
invariant discussed previously, and where
C˜ + C˜t + iΓJ0Γ
t = 0 . (5.2)
If we write
C˜ = C −
i
2
ΓJ0Γ
t (5.3)
then, from (5.2), C is antisymmetric since ΓJ0Γ
t is symmetric. Reality implies that
C = BC∗B ,
Γ¯ = −B−1ΓJ0 . (5.4)
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Note also that the latter equation implies that ΓJ0Γ = B(ΓJ0Γ)
∗B.
Under such a transformation the components of A transform as follows:
Eαβ 7→ SEαβ
Eαj 7→ S
1
2 (Eαj + iEαβΓβ
j)
Fαβ 7→ S
−1
(
Fαβ − DˆCαβ − i(DˆΓ[α
k)Γβ]k + 2iF[α
kΓβ]k + iC˜γαE
γδC˜δβ − 2C˜γ[αE
γkΓβ]k
)
Fα
j 7→ S−
1
2
(
Fα
j − DˆΓα
j + i(Eβj + iEβγEγ
j)C˜βα − E
βkΓαkΓβ
j
)
Ωˆαβ 7→ Ωˆ
α
β − E
αγC˜γβ − E
αkΓβk +
1
2
δαβY
Ωi
j 7→ Ωi
j + ΓαiE
αj + Γα
jEαi + iΓαiE
αβΓβ
j . (5.5)
The curvature transformations are obtained from those for the potentials by replacing
the latter by the former in the equations above. In addition, for the superconformal
curvatures, the derivative terms in (5.5) must be replaced by curvature terms as follows:
DˆCαβ 7→ 2Rˆ[α
γC|γ|β]
DˆΓα
j 7→ Rα
βΓβ
j + Γα
kRk
j . (5.6)
If we take the trace of the third equation in (4.13) we find that
2R0 = 2R0 −E
AFA , (5.7)
where we have defined the super-vector-valued one-form FA = (Fa, Fαi). By adjusting
this potential we can choose R0 = 0 so that the (graded) antisymmetric part of FAB is
now proportional to R0AB. Taking the trace of the transformation of Ωˆ
α
β we find
2Ω0 7→ 2Ω0 − E
aCa − E
αiΓαi + 2Y (5.8)
so that we can use the parameters Ca and Γαi to set Ω0 = 0. This leaves residual
transformations determined by the scale parameter S,
CA = 2YA = 2S
−1DAS , (5.9)
where CA = (Ca,Γαi). We shall take the components of Y to be given by YA = (Ya,Υαi)
in order to clearly distinguish the even and odd components where necessary. A similar
discussion for the D = 3 case can be found in [19].
To summarise, having made the above tensorial shifts of the conformal and super-
conformal potentials along with the gauge choices which set R0 = R0 = 0, we arrive at
the result that the supergeometry is given by the above set of potentials and curvatures
but where now the hats can be dropped (from the derivatives as well as the curvatures),
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and with finite super-Weyl transformations4 given by equations (5.5) with the parameters
C and Γ replaced by 2Ya and 2Υαi. In addition the components FAB of the super-vector-
valued one-form FB are now graded symmetric, and this tensor can be defined as the
super Schouten tensor.
6 Constraints
The above discussion is completely general in the sense that the geometry of the underlying
superspace is unconstrained. To make contact with the fields of the conformal supergravity
multiplets we will have to impose constraints. In this section we do this from the point
of view of the discussion of the previous section, assuming that the scale connection is
set to zero and that the super-conformal parameters are determined in terms of the scale
parameter. In particular, this means that we can drop the hats from the curvatures and
the covariant derivatives.
The transformations of the covariant torsions and curvatures under super-Weyl trans-
formations are given by
T αβ 7→ ST αβ
T αj 7→ S
1
2 (T αj + 2iT αβΥβ
j)
Rαβ 7→ R
α
β − 2T
αγ(Yγβ +
i
2
ΥγkΥβ
k)− 2T αkΥβk
Ri
j 7→ Ri
j +ΥαiT
αj +Υα
jT αi + 4iΥαiT
αβΥβ
j
(6.1)
The basic constraint that we shall choose is to set the even torsion two-form to zero,
T a = 0 , (6.2)
which is clearly covariant. Using this, conventional constraints corresponding to connec-
tion choices (including superconformal ones) and the Bianchi identities, one finds that the
covariant torsions (i.e. the torsion components of F) are given by
Tαi βj
γk = 0
Taβj
γk = (γa)βδG
γδ
j
k := (γbc)β
γGabcj
k
Tab
γk = Ψab
γk , (6.3)
whereGabcjk is anti-self-dual on abc (by its definition), anti-symmetric on jk and symplectic-
traceless on jk for N = 2, and where Ψab
γk is the gamma-traceless gravitino field strength.
4Finite 6D (1, 0) super Weyl transformations derived in a different context will also appear in a
forthcoming publication [37].
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For the curvature tensor components we find
Rαiβj,kl = 0
Rαiβj,cd = 4i(γ
a)αβGacdij
Raβj,cd = −
i
2
(γaΨbc − γcΨab − γbΨca)βj
Raβj,kl = −8(γaχ)β(k,l)j
Rab,cd = Cab,cd
Rab,kl = Fab,kl . (6.4)
The dimension three-halves field χαi,jk is antisymmetric on jk : it is a doublet for N = 1
while for N = 2 it is in the 16 of sp(2), i.e. it is symplectic-traceless on any pair of indices.
The graviton field-strength Cab,cd has the symmetries of the Weyl tensor, while Fab,kl is the
sp(N) field-strength tensor. We have thus located all of the components of the conformal
supergravity field strength supermultiplets except for the dimension-two scalars. These
fields are all higher-dimensional components of G. At dimension three-halves we have
DαiGabcjk = (γ[aξbc])αi,jk + (γabcχ)αi,jk (6.5)
where
ξαabi,jk =
3i
2
ηi[jΨ
α
abk] +
3i
8
ηjkΨ
α
abi . (6.6)
At dimension two, the Bianchi identity on the second line of (4.15) is
D′αiΨbc
δl = Ybc,αi,
δl + i(Sbαi,γ
l(γc)
γδ − (b↔ c)) (6.7)
where Sbαi,γ
l is the dimension-two component of the S-supersymmetry curvature, and
where
Ybc,αi
δl := Rbc,αi
δl − 2D[bTc]αi
δl − 2T[b|αi|
ǫmTc]ǫm
δl . (6.8)
The covariant derivative here, D′, is augmented by an off-diagonal-term in the connec-
tion involving the S-supersymmetry connection:
D′Xa = DXa −
i
2
(γa)
αβFα
jXβj
D′Xαi = DXαi (6.9)
Suppressing the spinor and internal indices on the objects occurring in (6.8), we find
Sb =
i
2
Ybcγ
c +
i
20
Ycdγ
cdγb
D′Ψbc = Ybc −
1
2
Y[b|d|γ
d
c] −
1
20
Ydeγ
deγbc . (6.10)
Finally, the dimension-two scalar Cij,kl is given by
Cij,kl = Dαiχ
α
j,kl . (6.11)
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It is straightforward to show that this field is in the 16 of sp(2) for N = 2, whereas it
is a singlet for N = 1.
We can now rewrite these constraints in terms of conventional superspace using (4.13).
The basic constraint (6.2) implies that the dimension-zero torsion takes its usual flat form
Tαi βj
c = −iηij(γ
c)αβ , (6.12)
while
Tαi b
c = Tab
c = 0 . (6.13)
For the remaining torsion components we find
Tαi βj
γk = 0 , (6.14)
while at dimension one,
Taβj
γk = (γa)βδG
γδ
j
k +
i
2
(γa)
γδF kβj,δ , (6.15)
and at dimension three-halves,
Tab
γk = Ψab
γk + (γ[a)
γδFb]δ
k. (6.16)
where the first term is the gravitino field strength as remarked above. So the conventional
superspace torsions differ from the covariant ones by by components of the super Schouten
tensor FAB. The same is true for the curvature components:
Rαiβj,cd = 4i(γ
a)αβGacdij −
1
2
(Fαi,δj(γcd)
δ
β + Fβj,δi(γcd)
δ
α) ,
Raβj,cd = −
i
2
(γaΨbc − γcΨab − γbΨca)βj −
1
2
Faγj(γcd)
γ
β − ηa[cF|βj|d] ,
Rab,cd = Cab,cd − 2η[a[cFb]d] ,
Rαiβj,kl = ηi(kFβj,αl) + ηj(kFαi,βl) ,
Raβj,kl = −8(γaχ)β(k,l)j + 2ηj(kFaβl) ,
Rab,kl = Fab,kl . (6.17)
The standard superspace torsion and curvature components (6.12) to (6.17) therefore
differ from the covariant ones (6.3) and (6.4), which involve only the fields of the conformal
supergravity multiplets (9.8), by various components of the super Schouten tensor.
7 Minimal approach
We shall now describe the superspace geometry corresponding to these conformal super-
gravity multiplets from a minimal perspective. We define a superconformal structure on a
supermanifold with (even|odd) dimension (6|8N) to be a choice of odd tangent bundle T1
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(of dimension (0|8N) which is maximally non-integrable, so that the even tangent bundle
T0 is generated by commutators of sections of T1, and such that the Frobenius tensor,
F, defined below, is invariant under R ⊕ spin(1, 5) ⊕ sp(N). The components of F with
respect to local bases Eαi for T1 and E
a for T ∗0 are given by
Fαiβj
c = 〈[Eαi, Eβj], E
c〉 = −iηij(γ
c)αβ , (7.1)
where 〈, 〉 denotes the pairing between vectors and forms. The R factor denotes an in-
finitesimal scale transformation, δEa = SEa, δEαi = −
1
2
SEαi, while the spin and sym-
plectic algebras act in the natural way on the spacetime and internal indices.
We now introduce connections for sp(N) and spin(1, 5) and define the torsion and
curvatures in the usual way. Note that this procedure involves the complementary basis
Eαi for T
∗
1 which is only determined modulo T
∗
0 , i.e. shifts of the form
Eαi 7→ Eαi + Lαi
bEb . (7.2)
We could include this in the structure group, along with a corresponding connection,
but we shall instead follow the standard procedure of using this freedom to impose some
additional constraints at dimension one-half. In addition we shall not include a scale
connection so that we have the standard superspace geometrical set-up.
Identifying Fαiβj
c with the dimension-zero torsion Tαiβj
c, imposing suitable constraints
on various components of the torsion corresponding to fixing the odd basis Eαi using
(7.2) and making appropriate choices for the spin(1, 5) and sp(N) connections, one can
show, with the aid of the usual superspace Bianchi identities and some algebra, that the
components of the torsion and curvature tensors can be chosen to agree with those listed
in equations (6.12) to (6.17).
Under finite super-Weyl transformations we have
Eαβ 7→ SEαβ
Eαj 7→ S
1
2 (Eαj + 2iEαβΥβ
j)
Ωαβ 7→ Ω
α
β − E
αγC˜γβ − E
αkΥβk +
1
2
δαβY
Ωij 7→ Ωij − 4E
α
(iΥαj) + 4iΥαiE
αβΥβj . (7.3)
with
C˜αβ = Cαβ − 2iΥαkΥβ
k , (7.4)
where
CA = 2YA = 2(Ya,Υαi) = 2S
−1DAS , (7.5)
with YA being the components of the one-form Y , as before in (5.9).
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In addition to the fields of the conformal supergravity multiplet, this geometry will
also contain the components of the super Schouten tensor FAB, whose transformations
can be found in (5.5). We can recover the covariant forms for the torsions and curvatures
by reversing the steps made earlier.
8 Summary
In this article we have discussed the supergeometries describing off-shell conformal super-
gravity multiplets in D = 6 for (N, 0) supersymmetries with N = 1, 2 from the perspective
of local supertwistors. In this formalism one introduces connections taking their values
in the superconformal algebras in the twistor representation, which can be thought of
as an associated version of the Cartan connection formalism. From this starting point
one can then derive the standard superspace formalism in a systematic fashion. In order
to specialise to the minimal off-shell conformal supergravity multiplets one then has to
impose the constraint (6.2). We also showed that the same results can be obtained from
the minimal formalism in which only the dimension-zero torsion, or Frobenius tensor, is
specified. This formalism has also been applied to D = 3 [15, 17] while it was shown
in the D = 4 case that the super geometries also follow from the dimension-zero torsion
constraint [14] superconformal geometries, although an additional constraint is required
in the N = 4 case.
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9 Appendix: Conformal supermultiplets
In this section we shall briefly summarise the relevant conformal supermultiplets in D = 6.
[34, 35]
The basic superconformal matter multiplets are the tensor multiplets whose compo-
nents include scalars, spinors and a two-form gauge field with a self-dual gauge field. For
the (1, 0) case, the field strength superfield is a real scalar Φ satisfying the second-order
constraint
Dα(iDβj)Φ = 0 . (9.1)
The independent components are F,DαiΦ and η
ijDαiDβjΦ evaluated at the θ = 0, cor-
responding to the scalar field, the fermion and the three-form field strength. These com-
ponents are all on-shell. For the (2, 0) case the scalars are in the 5 of sp(2), and we
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have
DαiΦjk = ηijλαk − ηik.λαj +
1
2
ηjkλαi . (9.2)
The only other independent component occurs at the next level in θ and is again a three-
form field strength. It is not difficult to verify that these multiplets can also be described
in terms of a closed super-three-form field strength H where the lowest-dimensional non-
zero component is
Haβj γ k = i(γa)βγηjkΦ, N = 1
Haβj γ k = i(γa)βγΦjk, N = 2 . (9.3)
From these multiplets one can construct conformal supercurrent multiplets as bi-linears:
J = Φ2 N = 1
Jij,kl = (ΦijΦkl)14 N = 2 , (9.4)
where the notation for N = 2 indicates the projection onto 14-dimensional representation
(completely traceless with respect to the symplectic form ηij). The supercurrents obey
the constraints
(D3)αijkJ = 0 N = 1
DαmJij,kl = ηm[iχαj],kl + ηm[kχαl],ij N = 2 , (9.5)
where χαi,jk transforms under the 16-dimensional representation of sp(2). Its totally
antisymmetric part and symplectic traces all vanish. In the first line the cubic derivative
is totally symmetric on ijk.
The components of the current multiplets are
J → Λi → Jaij + Labc → Σa
i → Tab
Jij,kl → Λi,jk → Jaij + Labc,ij → Σa
i → Tab (9.6)
where the Jaij(= Jaji) are conserved currents for sp(N), the Σa
i are the spin-three-
halves currents, conserved and gamma-traceless, and Tab is the traceless conserved energy-
momentum tensor. The antisymmetric L-tensors are self-dual, and in the N = 2 case,
antisymmetric and symplectic-traceless on the ij indices. The total number of components
are 40 + 40 for N = 1 and 128 + 128 for N = 2.
The conformal supergravity multiplets are dual to the current multiplets. Their com-
ponents are
gmn → ψm → Am +Gabc → χ→ C , (9.7)
where gmn is the metric, ψm the gravitini, the Am are the gauge fields for sp(N) and χ
and E the dimension-three-halves fermions and the dimension-two scalars respectively.
They are in the same representations of sp(N) as Λ and J .
The field strengths for the supergravity multiplets are
Gabcij → χ
α
i,jk +Ψab
αk → Cij,kl + Fab,kl + Cab,cd . (9.8)
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where the leading G components are now anti-self-dual with dimension one, in the 1
and 5 representations of sp(N), Ψ denotes the completely gamma-traceless gravitino field
strengths, E denotes the dimension-two scalars, in the 1 and 14 representations and C is
the Weyl tensor.
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